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Abstract. Tensor meson photoproduction is described as either a direct production pro-
cess or a consequence of the final state ππ interactions. We calculate the mass distribu-
tions for selected partial waves and confront our predictions with the measurements of
the CLAS experiment. We also point out the structures in the photoproduction ampli-
tudes which may result in observable effects able to indicate the dominant tensor meson
photoporduction mechanism.
1 Introduction
Spin 2 resonances, in particular the f2(1270), are important components of the photoproduced ππ and
KK spectra for effective masses above 1 GeV. Thus any comprehensible partial wave analysis in this
kinematic region requires the knowledge of the tensor meson photoproduction amplitudes. They are
also important for analyses of the tensor glueball photoproduction as the tensor glueball mixes with
conventional isocalar tensor mesons.
2 Structure of the amplitudes
We consider two models for the amplitudes of the tensor meson photoproduction; the direct photopro-
duction model, where the resonance is produced in the direct channel in the compact spatial region,
see Fig.1 and the final state interaction (FSI) model, Fig. 2. As we will analyze the mechanism of the
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Figure 1. Direct photoproduction diagram
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photoproduction through the correlations of the resonance decay products the complete amplitude is
split into two parts, the resonance photoproduction amplitude (Eq.1) and decay amplitude (Eq.3).
Ap(λ f , λγ, σ1, σ2) = ǫµν∗(λ f )Mµν;ρ(σ1, σ2)ǫρ(λγ) (1)
where:
λ f , λγ, σ1, σ2 - tensor meson, photon, initial and final nucleon helicities respectively, ǫµν(λ f )-
polarization tensor of the tensor meson, ǫρ(λγ)- photon polarization vector and Mµν;ρ(σ1, σ2)- hadron
current defined as
Mµν;ρ(σ1, σ2) = u¯(p2, σ2)Γαu(p1, σ1)Gαβ(t)Aµν;βρNVNN (t)NγVT (t) (2)
where:
NVNN(t) and NγVT (t)-form-factors, Γα-NNV vertex function, Gαβ - propagator of the intermediate
vector (ρ and ω) meson and Aµν;βρ-γTV vertex function which after application of the vector meson
and tensor meson dominance [1] is determined by 1 coupling constant.
The tensor meson decay amplitude
Ad(λ f ) =
G fππ
M f
ǫρσ(λ f )(k1 − k2)ρ(k1 − k2)σ (3)
is defined in terms of: f2ππ coupling constant - G fππ, f2(1270) mass - M f and the 4-momenta of the
π+ and π− - k1, k2.
In the final state interaction (FSI) mechanism initially 2 pions are produced from the diffuse spatial
region. This reaction is described in terms of the D-wave projected Born amplitude. Pions then
undergo final state interactions which may result in the D−wave resonance production [2], see Fig.2.
The general form of the FSI amplitude is:
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Figure 2. FSI photoproduction diagram
Aπ+π− (λ f , λγ, σ1, σ2) = Vπ+π− (λ f , λγ, σ1, σ2)+
4π
∑
m′m′
∫ ∞
0
κ′2dκ′
(2π)3 F(κ, κ
′)〈π+π−|tˆFS I |m′m′〉Gm′m′(κ′)Vm′m(λ f , λγ, σ1, σ2) (4)
where:
Vm′m-Born amplitude, tFS I -final state scattering amplitude [3], Gm′m′(κ′)-propagator of the intermedi-
ate meson pair, F(κ, κ′)- form-factor regularizing the meson loop. In our calculations the kinematical
variables are defined in the s channel helicity frame.
Direct photoproduction amplitude can be expressed in terms of the nucleon spin matrices (Eq.5)
A(σ′σ) ∼ a~ǫ ·~Γσ′σ
[
(~q · ~k)2 − 13
~k2~q 2
]
+b(q ·Γσ′σ)(~ǫ ·~k)(~q ·~k)+ c
[
(~ǫ · ~k)(~Γσ′σ · ~k) − 13
~k2(~ǫ · ~Γσ′σ)
]
(5)
where: q, k - photon and outgoing pion 4-momenta, Γσ′σ - spin matrix of the nucleon vertex. Im-
portant observation concerning the spin structure of this amplitude is that the third term of (Eq. 5)
is responsible for spin correlation between the tensor meson and the proton which can be detected
provided the polarization of the proton is measured. There are no terms of that kind in the FSI model.
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Figure 3. The D-wave mass distribution predicted
by the direct and FSI photoproduction models
compared to CLAS data
Figure 4. Predictions of both models compared with
mass distributions projected on -1, 0 and +1 partial
waves measured by CLAS
3 Results
We compared the predictions of both models with the f2(1270) photoproduction data on the mass
distribution and helicity projected mass distributions from the CLAS experiment [4]. The models
predict similar values of the helicity projected mass distributions but the direct photoproduction model
requires the background amplitudes to be added in order to describe the mass distribution.
4 Summary
Both models agree that the f2(1270) photoproduction is dominated by the λ f=0 partial wave. The
measurement of spin correlations between the final tensor meson and the proton may be used to
indicate the dominant mechanism of the tensor meson photoproduction.
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